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About This Game

I think you should play Photographs.

I tried to make it a little bit different from most games. It sort of mixes puzzle and narrative in a ( hopefully ) interesting
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Played it for five minutes for starters, very beautiful, and good music. What a unique game. It is rather short (took me right at 3
hours to complete), and is effectively a collection of mini games that get progressively harder as you get through each story. The
game mechanics were pretty self-explanatory, and even the hardest puzzles never felt too frustrating. Each mini game is also
somewhat related to the story being told. The stories are heart-wrenching and most definitely have you feeling for the characters
making the difficult decisions. The pixel art is fantastic, as is the music. The characters voices are great as well. The sound
effects weren't quite balanced though. The "Level Up" sound effect in the diving story was just absurdly loud no matter how
much I adjusted the volume in game. If you're looking for something rather unique with some good stories broken up by some
light game play, give this a shot.. Quite different from the other EightyEight Games. Simple starting puzzles with a heavy
narrative drive. Did not feel well after the first one. New mechanics introduced for each vignette.. It's a tragedy that the puzzle
gets in the way of the narrative. And the game is bugged. It's a pity, because a lot of things stood out to me. The graphics are
gorgeous. As a photographer all the little details were a nice touch- seeing the camera settings change with the scene and even
with cursor movement put a smile on my face. The photographs are just a framing device for the story as it moves along. The
experience is all about the stories. I enjoyed most of them. The format, pacing, and style lend themselves to the most personal
ones, and a couple with bigger messages fell flat on me. There is also a puzzle game mixed in with each story, and this is where
things took a downturn. The puzzles break up the narration to a frustrating degree for me. They interrupt too often, for too long,
to the point where some photographs feel like time-wasters. There is a difference between pacing and padding, and
unfortunately the puzzles in Photographs belong solidly to the latter. It doesn't help that some of them can be brain-teasers, or
that they interrupt during climactic moments. They are supposed to help with telling the story, but while some story elements are
reflected in the puzzles, they don't actually help with the telling part of storytelling. I spend an inordinate amount of my time on
puzzle games. I enjoy a good story. I love novel game mechanics and attention to detail. But this attempt to blend them together
doesn't quite work. Most- actually, I would say all- of the "game" "play" is there to help pace you through the story. To let things
settle in, take your time digesting what's happened. Enjoy the art and the music. That works until you hit a difficult level which,
while you're sitting there puzzling it out, makes you wonder if the story could have done without it. And you almost start to
dread the next photograph for mechanical rather than story reasons- which breaks the immersion. Normally I'd suggest playing
this story by story. But because of a certain mechanic I can't say which would be better. Overall- it's barely a don't-recommend.
There is a lot to like, and a lot to dislike. But ultimately this feels like a storytelling session bogged down awkwardly by its
gameplay.. my god, this game is annoying. starting from the interface that you have to trudge through like a mire, and ending
with the puzzles. i guess i can commend the devs on coming up with what looked like marginally original mechanics, but the
puzzles themselves are extremely boring. most of them need very little strategy and are just about coming up with a sequence of
actions that does the job (which inevitably gets frustrating at a certain point). just coming from the excellent "baba is you", i felt
like that was a massive chore. even the stories are absolutely forgettable and bland. yes, they are all "dark", but only the first one
has a semi-interesting twist in it. the rest are banal chichu00e9s about how things can go wrong. they even crammed some
obligatory sjw into the last one, but as much as it usually annoys me, in this game it was the least of my worries.

Photographs has a release date! : Good news everybody - Photographs is being released on the 3rd April I hope youre as excited
as i am! :) Luca. New Version Released : Hello , I've just released a new version, Lots of bugfixes, but two interesting things are
1 - Developer Commentary - you can switch this on in the settings menu now. 2 - If you reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeally want to see
different endings after completing the game, I added a cheat menu, just hit the cog icon on the settings menu 10 times in a row..
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH : Photographs is out now! Let me know what
you think in the discord! discord.gg/photographs
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